Hellos
This month seemed like a blur from all the things that have happened and I do apologize for the late
report.

- At the beginning of the month I prayer walked my neighborhood (so many students live here it's
basically a campus dorm) because of the international students that live here it is an excellent place
to connect, but there are also many spirits that are brought from their nation's and traditions that
have been hindrances, but I have an understanding of what needs to be done.
- I also connected deeper with the students establishing friendships that are become more stable I
was able to know that many of the students are atheist, and a majority do not know what they
believe.
-I had the opportunity to pray for a fellow student about her grandmother during a practice class
(grandmother was in surgery), this young woman is very broken and I've made it my goal for her to
receive emotional healing and be delivered from depression and anxiety.
- My bank account is still not opened but I received information. I'm believing that it will open soon
and the residency process will soon begin.
- I invited a study group to join me for food in my home, and to study afterwards (fellowship) the
goal is to lead them to a Bible study whenever the opportunity arises. This meeting actually had
them feeling very comfortable and they became very open, I was able to share part of my
testimony.
- I want to begin prayer walking next month around different sections of study buildings that belong
to the university and the student hostels if it is possible, I have visited many and connected with
more students.
I have been studying a lot and of course medicine is a little harder than I expected, but God is good
and this has been a great opportunity in so many aspects for which I am more than grateful of, I am
learning how to balance multiple things and I will get the hang of it even if it takes a while. But I
believe that this is more than worth it, the time I spend with these students makes me realize that
they are some of the most caring and selfless individuals and I want to see them all be saved and
save others wherever their future may take them.
Thank you for believing, and I pray God blesses you always!
Sincerely,
Aurora Villa Gonzalez

